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[1] At the oceanic core complex that forms the Atlantis Massif at 30 N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, slip

along the detachment fault for the last 1.5–2 Ma has brought lower crust and mantle rocks to the seafloor.
Hydroacoustic data collected between 1999 and 2003 suggest that seismicity occurred near the top of the
Massif, mostly on the southeastern section, while detected seismicity along the adjacent ridge axis was
sparse. In 2005, five short-period ocean bottom seismographs (OBS) were deployed on and around the
Massif as a pilot experiment to help constrain the distribution of seismicity in this region. Analysis of six
months of OBS data indicates that, in contrast to the results of the earlier hydroacoustic study, the vast
majority of the seismicity is located within the axial valley. During the OBS deployment, and within the
array, seismicity was primarily composed of a relatively constant background rate and two large aftershock
sequences that included 5 teleseismic events with magnitudes between 4.0 and 4.5. The aftershock
sequences were located on the western side of the axial valley adjacent to the Atlantis Massif and close
to the ridge-transform intersection. They follow Omori’s law, and constitute more than half of the detected
earthquakes. The OBS data also indicate a low but persistent level of seismicity associated with active faulting within the Atlantis Massif in the same region as the hydroacoustically detected seismicity. Within the
Massif, the data indicate a north-south striking normal fault, and a left-lateral, strike-slip fault near a prominent, transform-parallel, north-facing scarp. Both features could be explained by changes in the stress field
at the inside corner associated with weak coupling on the Atlantis transform. Alternatively, the normal faulting within the Massif might indicate deformation of the detachment surface as it rolls over to near horizontal
from an initial dip of about 60 beneath the axis, and the strike-slip events may indicate transform-parallel
movement on adjacent detachment surfaces.
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1. Introduction
[2] Over the last several years it has been recognized that there are two styles of magmatic seafloor
spreading at slow-spreading ocean ridges. Classic
magmatic spreading is characterized by magmatic
diking, short-offset high-angle faulting, and the
formation of linear, ridge-parallel abyssal hills on
both ridge flanks. The second style of spreading
differs from this in that long-lived faults (detachment faults) unroof lower ocean crust and mantle
on one flank of the axis, while the volcanic section
is spread away in the opposite direction [Blackman
et al., 1998; Cann et al., 1997; Cannat et al., 2006;
Dick et al., 1981; Escartín and Cannat, 1999;
Ildefonse et al., 2007; Karson, 1999; Kelemen et al.,
2004; MacLeod et al., 2002; Searle et al., 2003;
Tucholke et al., 1998]. Where detachment faults are
identified at the axis, they are associated with high
rates of hydroacoustically recorded seismicity, and
are inferred to be actively slipping [Escartín et al.,
2008; Smith et al., 2006]. We now understand that
detachment faults, which involve significant fault
rotation and the formation of core complexes, may
account for close to 50% of the extension at the
northern MAR between 12 N and 35 N [Escartín
et al., 2008].
[3] The Atlantis Massif is an oceanic core complex
located at the intersection of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (MAR) spreading axis and the Atlantis
transform fault at 30 N (Figure 1) [Cann et al.,
1997]. Slip along the detachment fault for the last
1.5–2 Ma has brought lower crust and mantle rocks
to the seafloor [e.g., Blackman et al., 2002, 2011;
Cann et al., 1997], and has led to one of the most
striking topographic features on the northern MAR,
with distinctive spreading-parallel striations marking the overturned and slightly domed exhumed
fault surface (Figures 1 and 2). Since the Atlantis
Massif was first identified as an oceanic core
complex, it has been the subject of many geologic
and geophysical studies, and has been drilled during Expeditions 304 and 305 of the Integrated
Ocean Drilling Project (IODP) [e.g., Blackman and
Collins, 2010; Blackman et al., 2002, 2011; Canales
et al., 2004, 2008; Cann et al., 1997; Collins et al.,
2009; Grimes et al., 2008; Henig et al., 2012;
Ildefonse et al., 2007; Karson et al., 2006; Kelley
et al., 2001, 2005; Schroeder and John, 2004].
[4] Earthquake-generated hydroacoustic signals,
T-phases, recorded between 1999 and 2003 [Smith
et al., 2002, 2003] suggest that the southeastern
section of the Atlantis Massif is seismically active,
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while activity is limited at the adjacent ridge axis
(Figure 1). T-phases propagate efficiently for
hundreds of kilometers within the acoustic waveguide that constitutes the SOFAR channel, and
are recorded by hydrophones moored within the
channel. Because of the uncertainty in models for
T-phase excitation and propagation, however, it has
been questioned whether the locations determined
from the hydrophone-recorded data coincide with
earthquake epicenters [e.g., Williams et al., 2006].
Williams et al. [2006] suggested three possible
explanations for the observed pattern at the Atlantis
Massif. 1) Radiated seismic energy from events
located beneath the ridge axis propagates through
the crust of the Massif and couples preferentially
into the water column at the Massif summit, whose
shallow top intercepts the SOFAR channel located
850–1000 m below the seafloor. 2) The same number of events occur at all water depths, but a larger
number of events are recorded from the summit and
the shallow flanks of the Massif because the energy
couples more easily into the SOFAR channel there,
as above. 3) A greater number of seismic events
occur at shallow water depths compared with deeper
water depths and are associated with the development and evolution of the Massif. Williams et al.
[2006] could not discriminate between the three
possibilities.
[5] To identify and characterize active deformation
associated with the Atlantis Massif detachment fault,
and to assess whether the hydroacoustically detected
earthquakes might have been located within the
Atlantis Massif, we deployed an array of five shortperiod OBS as a pilot experiment on and around the
Massif from June 2005 to March 2006. The OBS
reliably record earthquakes with magnitudes as small
as 0–0.5, and thus present a more complete view of
the seismicity patterns within the region. In this paper
we present the earthquake catalogs determined from
this data set, as well as composite focal mechanisms
for events occurring within the Massif.

2. Geology of the Atlantis Massif
[6] The Atlantis Massif ocean core complex is made
up of South Ridge, Central Dome, and a volcanic
block east of Central Dome (Figure 1a). South Ridge
borders the Atlantis transform, and extends to the edge
of the axial valley (Figure 1b). The scarp facing the
transform is 3 km in relief and is deeply eroded.
Lost City hydrothermal vent field [e.g., Kelley et al.,
2001, 2005] sits on a ledge protruding from the
upper part of the south-facing scarp (Figure 1a). On its
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Figure 1. (a) The Atlantis Massif at the intersection of the Atlantis transform and the Mid Atlantic Ridge (MAR) at
30 N. Inset: location map with stars showing the location of 6 autonomous hydrophones that were deployed between
15 N and 35 N from 1999 to 2003 [Smith et al., 2002]. The axes of the transform and rift valley are marked by black
lines. White circles: 257 earthquake epicenters determined by the autonomous hydrophone array [Smith et al., 2003].
Blue triangle: Lost City vent field [Kelley et al., 2001, 2005]. B: breakaway (initiation) of detachment fault shown as
dashed line. Dotted line: outline of corrugated surface. Blue and red lines: faults defining possible rafted blocks
[Reston and Ranero, 2011]. Cartoons showing possible cross sections through (b) South Ridge and (c) Central Dome
modified from Smith et al. [2008]. At Central Dome, a new normal fault at the axis roots into the main detachment, and
a section of the median valley floor has been transferred from the hanging wall to the footwall. Gray: crust predating
the onset of faulting; white: material drawn up from below by slip on the fault and by fault rotation.

north side, South Ridge is bordered by a transformparallel, north-facing scarp. Close to the axis, the
north-facing scarp has a relief of about 1500 m, while
farther west, where South Ridge borders Central
Dome, the scarp is not as dramatic and has a relief of
400 m. The shallowest water depths in the region
(700 m) are on the top of South Ridge. Spreadingparallel striations typical of the exhumed footwalls of
oceanic detachment faults [Cann et al., 1997] have

been observed on the top of South Ridge [Blackman
et al., 2002], and rock samples indicate that the top is
composed mainly of serpentinized peridotites with
some gabbroic intrusions [Karson et al., 2006].
[7] The Central Dome section of the Atlantis
Massif is adjacent to and north of South Ridge.
Central Dome is broadly arched, does not rise as
high as South Ridge, and has distinctive spreadingparallel striations on its surface. Drilling into Central
3 of 14
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Figure 2. OBS-recorded seismicity at the intersection of the Atlantis transform and the MAR. Interpretation of features as in Figure 1. The red filled circles show epicenters for all well located events occurring during the OBS acquisition period from June through December 2005. The blue and yellow circles show the locations of the July and
November 2005 aftershock sequences. OBS-recorded seismicity continues north along the axis but only the 1100
largest and relocated earthquakes are shown here. White stars: OBS locations, labeled. Blue triangle: Lost City vent
field [Kelley et al., 2001, 2005]. Inset: 3-D image of Atlantis Massif from the east, high-lighting the north-facing scarp.

Dome by the IODP [Expedition Scientific Party, 2005;
Ildefonse et al., 2007] yielded a thick sequence of
mainly gabbroic rocks. Central Dome is bordered to
the east by a volcanic block. It is possible that a new
normal fault has formed at the axis and carried a
section of inner valley floor off axis. In this case,
the section of the detachment fault that produced
Central Dome would no longer be active. Another
possibility is that the putative new normal fault
roots into the long-lived detachment (Figure 1c)
[Buck, 1988; Reston and Ranero, 2011; Schouten
et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2008]. In this case, the
block is a triangular section of the median-valley
floor hanging wall, referred to as a rafted block,
which is transferred from the hanging wall to the
footwall of the detachment fault and rafted off axis.

3. Seismic Experiment
and Data Analysis
[8] Long-term hydroacoustic monitoring was initiated at the northern MAR in February 1999 [Smith

et al., 2002]. Six autonomous hydrophones were
moored between 15 N and 35 N on the flanks of
the MAR (inset in Figure 1). The array was
deployed for over 3 years and recorded T phases –
earthquake-generated hydroacoustic waves that can
propagate for hundreds of kilometers in the SOFAR
channel – from a total of 9,376 earthquakes along
the MAR. By comparison, only 7% (626) of these
earthquakes were located by land-based seismic
networks. Bohnenstiehl et al. [2002] concluded that
the hydroacoustic data improve the completeness
level of the earthquake catalog for the MAR by
about 1.5–2.0 orders of magnitude, yielding a
magnitude of completeness of about M = 2.5. With
the improved detection and the improved location
accuracy provided by hydroacoustic techniques
(errors of a few kilometers [Dziak et al., 2004; Pan
and Dziewonski, 2005]), it has been possible to
address a number of diverse geologic problems
[e.g., Bohnenstiehl et al., 2002; Dziak et al., 2004;
Escartín et al., 2008; Simão et al., 2010; Smith
et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2006] including the
seismic characteristics of inside corner highs and
4 of 14
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Figure 3. The cumulative number of earthquakes detected and located using automated short-term-average/
long-term-average (STA/LTA) detectors and the Antelope software. All earthquakes have at least 7 combined P and
S-wave arrival time picks. The July and November aftershock sequences (Figure 2) are superimposed on a relatively
constant background seismicity rate.

core complexes such as the Atlantic Massif
[Escartín et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2006].
[9] In June 2005, we deployed five short-period
OBS in the region of the Atlantis Massif as a pilot
seismicity experiment (Figure 2). Each OBS was
equipped with a 3-component geophone (4.5 Hz
natural frequency) and a hydrophone. Unfortunately, the OBS deployment took place just after the
recovery of the large-aperture hydrophone array, so
that the two data sets are not concurrent. (A hydrophone array deployed farther north, although overlapping in time with the OBS deployment, did not
extend sufficiently far south to allow accurate
earthquake locations, and hence was not useful for
comparison [Simão et al., 2010].) The OBS array
was recovered in March 2006, but the data acquisition period comprised the 6 months from June
to December 2005 only. Stations D18, D29, D41,
and D58 (Figure 2) all returned high quality data.
Estimates of local magnitude indicate that these sites
routinely recorded earthquakes down to mL 0–0.5.
The geophone of station D21, however, was poorly
coupled to the seafloor, and only the larger (M > 2)
earthquakes produced clear P- and S-wave signals on
the ground-motion sensor. However, the hydrophone
for this station performed to specification.

[10] Automated, first-arrival picking and location

algorithms were run on the first six months of the
data set using the Antelope software package (http://
www.brtt.com) and a wavelet-based S-wave arrival
picker [Simons et al., 2006]. In the first six months,
at least 10,000 locatable earthquakes were recorded.
The vast majority of the earthquakes, however, were
not clearly observed on station D21 because of its
poor coupling. The cumulative number of earthquakes detected and located is shown in Figure 3.
All located earthquakes have at least 7 combined
P- and S-wave travel time picks. The earthquake
associations and initial grid-search locations were
done with a standard one-dimensional velocity model
for oceanic crust. The first-order feature of the data
set is that it is composed of a relatively constant
background seismicity rate and two large aftershock
sequences (Figures 2 and 3). The aftershock sequences (in July and November 2005) follow clusters of
Magnitude 4 earthquakes (Table 1), and are located
in the axial valley, adjacent to South Ridge and close
to the ridge-transform intersection. They make up
more than half of the located earthquakes in the first
6 months of the deployment. Omori’s law of aftershock decay is clearly followed by both aftershock
sequences (Figure 3). Owing to the very sparse
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Table 1. Moderate Earthquakes Recorded by the OBS
Array and by the Global Seismic Network (GSN)
Date

Time

Lat

06/29/05
07/07/05
07/29/05
07/29/05
10/28/05
11/25/05
11/25/05

04:24:50
08:20:57
13:02:44
13:09:55
06:05:57
11:00:21
11:40:00

30.39
30.06
30.05
30.06
30.14
30.04
30.03

Lon

Mw

41.95
42.27
42.02
42.02
42.26
42.05
42.06

4.1
3.9
4.1
4.5
4
4.5
4.4

station spacing, our data set has almost no control on
earthquake depth; the arrival times are generally consistent with earthquakes in the lower crust (assuming
ordinary Vp/Vs ratios) but we do not interpret the
range of depths found by the location algorithm
owing to the poor constraint on source depth.

10.1029/2012GC004210

and hence is not well recorded by the hydroacoustic
array; or (iii) seismic energy from events in this deep
section of the axial valley couple preferentially into
the water column at locations on the Massif where
the seafloor projects into the axis of the SOFAR
channel.
[13] An assessment of the relative magnitudes of

the OBS recorded earthquakes indicates that all of
the large earthquakes (ml > 2.5) occurred within the
axial valley or along the transform fault. There are
no ml > 2.5 earthquakes located within the cluster of
events on the top of the Massif during our deployment. In addition, inspection of Figure 1 shows that
the hydroacoustic array detected and located abundant seismicity from the shallower section of the
axial valley immediately north of the OBS deployment indicating that the hydrophone array does

[11] To accurately image the faulting geometry

responsible for the abundant microseismicity, we
relocated a subset of 1178 earthquakes using
waveform-derived differential arrival times, which
provided relative travel times with an accuracy
of better than 0.02 s (Figure 4). We applied the
HYPODD relative location algorithm to this subset
of 1178 earthquakes, using the improved traveltime picks [Waldhauser, 2001; Waldhauser and
Ellsworth, 2000]. We only included waveform
cross-correlation derived relative arrival-time picks
(coefficient cutoff >0.7) [Schaff et al., 2002, 2004],
of which there were over 600,000. This method
works very well with the data set. The relative locations also minimize errors from un-modeled 3-D
velocity structure, which is likely to be significant
here based on existing 2-D reflection/refraction
experiments [Blackman and Collins, 2010; Canales
et al., 2007; Collins et al., 2009].

4. Observed Seismicity Distribution
[12] The epicenters of the relocated earthquakes are

shown in Figure 2. OBS-recorded seismicity continues north along the axis, but only the 1100
largest and relocated earthquakes are shown here.
In contrast to the results of the hydroacoustic
experiment, the OBS data indicate abundant seismicity within the axial rift valley just north of
the transform. This difference suggests either that:
(i) seismicity in this segment is episodic, with either
the OBS experiment taking place in an unusually
active period or the hydroacoustic experiment coinciding with an unusually quiet period; (ii) seismic
energy from events in this deep section of the axial
valley does not couple well into the water column

Figure 4. Examples of differential arrival times
derived from waveform cross-correlation. P waveforms
from station D18 for a family of about 160 aftershocks
of the July 28th Mw 4.5 earthquake with similar P waves
(cc > 0.8) aligned by cross-correlation. We are able to
measure relative arrival times to 0.02 s.
6 of 14
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wave recordings on numerous Global Seismic Network (GSN) stations (Figure 5). We estimated their
moment magnitudes using a Rayleigh-wave Empirical Green’s Function (EGF) technique [McGuire,
2008]. In this approach, waveforms from a nearby
large earthquake that is in the Global CMT catalog
are cross-correlated with the data from the smaller
event of interest to determine its relative location
and magnitude (Figure 5). The location and magnitude estimates from this approach for the seven
largest earthquakes in our data set are given in
Table 1. The high degree of waveform similarity
between these events and a M5.5 normal fault event
in the Global CMT catalog (Figure 5) confirm that
the largest events in our data set, all of which are
located within the median valley, occurred on normal faults.
[15] The OBS data also address the extent to which

Figure 5. (top) Example of Rayleigh-waveform crosscorrelations between the main shock of the July 2005
sequence (red traces) and those from an Mw 5 event in
1995 (blue traces) that has a seismic moment estimate
from the global CMT catalog. (bottom) The variation
in relative arrival times results from the spatial separation in event centroid locations. The traces have been
scaled to the same amplitude for plotting purposes. The
absolute amplitudes of their cross-correlation are used
to estimate the seismic moment of the 2005 event. Similar analysis was done for the other events in Table 1.

record axial valley earthquakes. Taken together the
above observations suggest that the energy from
earthquakes occurring within the deeper sections
of the ridge axis is not reaching the SOFAR
channel and not being recorded by the hydrophones.
The difference in epicentral distributions between
Figures 1 and 2 likely results from a combination of
undetected events (in the T-phase catalog) in the
deeper portion of the axial valley and possibly
events whose T-phase radiator position is significantly offset from their epicenter due to the extreme
range of seafloor topography in this region.
[14] Several of the earthquakes recorded by the OBS

array were large enough to have clear Rayleigh

there is ongoing deformation within the Atlantis
Massif. The relocated seismicity shows earthquakes
along much of South Ridge throughout the 6-month
data acquisition period (Figure 2). These events
have easily picked P- and S-wave arrivals at station
D18 with short S-P times (<=1.0 s) that conclusively
demonstrate that there is active faulting within the
Massif (Figure 6). The nature of this faulting is
addressed in the next section. The asymmetry in
seismicity seen in Figure 2, from the inside-corner
to the west, across the axial valley, and onto the
outside corner to the east, is similar to the acrossaxis asymmetry associated with the detachment
fault beneath the TAG hydrothermal mound at 26 N
on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [deMartin et al., 2007].
However, our OBS array was not configured to
locate seismicity east of the ridge axis and only
covers a few months of activity, hence the asymmetry may be more apparent than real.

5. Focal Mechanisms for Earthquakes
on the Atlantis Massif
[16] To determine the rupture mechanisms responsi-

ble for the events on the Massif, we measured the
polarities of first-arrival P waves for 98 earthquakes
relocated on the Massif using HYPODD and having
a minimum of 8 arrival-time picks. A 1-D velocity
model (Figure 7), derived from the 2-D velocity
models presented in Blackman and Collins [2010],
was used to calculate P wave take-off angles. Because
event depths are not well constrained, and our 1-D
velocity model is an approximation only to the
true structure, the calculated take-off angles are
also an approximation. Errors in take-off angles are
7 of 14
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clusters using the HASH algorithm [Hardebeck and
Shearer, 2002, 2003; Kilb and Hardebeck, 2006].
This technique returns a set of acceptable focal mechanisms, taking into account user-specified errors in
event location and velocity model, (or equivalently
ray take-off angles and azimuths), and first-motion
polarities. Solutions are deemed acceptable if the
total number of misfit polarities is less than or equal
to a user-specified maximum value. The average of
the set of acceptable solutions is chosen as the preferred mechanism, and the solution uncertainty is
measured by the root-mean square (RMS) angular
difference between the acceptable mechanisms and
the preferred mechanism. The quality of a mechanism is based on the tightness of the set of acceptable
mechanisms and the number of misfit polarities
associated with the preferred solution.
[18] For our study, we assumed Gaussian-distributed

errors in take-off angle and azimuth with standard
deviations of 20 and 5 respectively. The large
assumed uncertainty in take-off angles reflects the
poor constraints on earthquake depths, and for our
velocity-depth model corresponds roughly with
depth uncertainties of 2 to 3 km.
[19] The HASH-derived preferred composite focal

mechanism solutions for the two clusters are superimposed on their respective polarity distributions

Figure 6. Vertical- (black) and horizontal-component
(red immediately above) seismograms for the 3 stations
closest to the Lost City hydrothermal vent field for an
event located within the Massif. The P waves arrive first
at station D18 (see Figure 2) and the 1 s P – S time at
station D18 demonstrates that this event is located within
the Massif, as are many others (Figure 2).

explicitly accounted for in the determination of focal
mechanisms, but for the purposes of plotting polarities we assumed a hypocentral depth of 4 km for all
events.
[17] Earthquakes on the Massif cluster into two

groups based on P wave first-motion polarities and
time of occurrence (Figures 8–10). The predominant cluster on the Massif is active throughout the
6-month deployment, while a smaller, more localized cluster on the Massif is from a large swarm
(500+ earthquakes) that occurred on December
16 and 17, 2005 (red dots, Figure 11). We determined
composite earthquake focal mechanisms for both

Figure 7. Velocity-depth curve used for estimating ray
take-off angles. This curve is derived from the 2-D velocity models presented in Blackman and Collins [2010].
8 of 14
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Figure 8. Polarities of first-motion P waves for events on the Atlantis Massif located using HYPODD and having a
minimum of 8 arrival-time picks. Plots are lower hemisphere equal-area projections. The plotted coordinates are calculated assuming the 1-D velocity depth model shown in Figure 7 and event depths of 4 km below the seafloor. Red
crosses and blue dashes represent compressional (ground motion up) and dilatational (ground motion down) particle
displacements, respectively. (a) Polarities for the majority of events on the Massif, with epicenters shown with white
symbols in Figure 11. The black curves show the focal mechanism preferred by the HASH algorithm, and is indicative
of a north-south trending normal fault. The preferred strike, dip, and rake of the primary and auxiliary fault planes are
1 , 42 , and 85 , and 174 , 48 , and 94 , respectively. The average uncertainties in the strike, dip, and rake of the
primary and auxiliary fault planes are both 16 . (b) Polarities for a subset of events from an earthquake swarm that
took place on December 16 and 17, 2005. These events, shown with red symbols in Figure 11, are spatially localized.
The black curves show the focal mechanism preferred by the HASH algorithm, and is indicative of an approximately
east-west trending strike-slip fault. The preferred strike, dip, and rake of the primary and auxiliary fault planes are
203 , 51 , and 160 , and 306 , 75 , and 41 , respectively. The average uncertainties in the strike, dip, and rake of
the primary and auxiliary fault planes are 27 and 15 , respectively.

in Figures 9 and 10. The solutions for both clusters
are of “A” quality, with an average RMS fault
plane uncertainty of ≤25 , the fraction of misfitpolarities <=0.15, and a station distribution ratio ≥0.5.
[20] The preferred solution (Figures 8a and 9a) for

events in the dominant cluster indicates normal

faulting in an approximately ridge-parallel direction. Both nodal planes dip at 45 , but since we do
not know which nodal plane represents the fault
surface, we cannot tell whether the fault dips toward
or away from the axial rift valley. deMartin et al.
[2007] present compelling evidence for ridgeparallel, antithetic normal faulting beneath the TAG

Figure 9. Predicted particle motion polarities and relative arrival amplitudes (lower hemisphere) for the preferred focal
mechanism solutions given in Figure 8. The P- (inverted filled green triangle), T- (filled green circle), and B- (filled green
square) axes are also shown.
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Figure 10. As for Figure 8, but with all acceptable focal mechanism solutions superimposed on the measured polarities. (a) All of the acceptable solutions are for normal faults. (b) The acceptable solutions are split approximately
50:50 between reverse (plunge of T-axis > 40 ) and strike-slip faulting mechanisms. The strike and dip of the E-W,
steeply dipping, nodal plane are much better constrained than for the conjugate plane. On geological grounds, we favor
strike-slip motion on an approximately east-west plane.

detachment surface and near the rift valley wall. The
set of acceptable solutions (Figure 10a) are all
indicative of normal faulting with a trend approximately parallel to the ridge axis.
[21] The preferred composite focal mechanism solu-

tion for the second, smaller cluster indicates a strikeslip fault (Figures 8b and 9b). The approximately
E-W nodal plane, which aligns well with the trend
of the topographic scarp (300 ) and inferred geological boundary between South Ridge and Central
Dome, would indicate a left-lateral strike-slip fault.
The set of acceptable solutions (Figure 10b) ranges
from strike-slip to reverse faulting.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
[22] The locations of the hydrophone-recorded

seismicity and the OBS-recorded seismicity are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. Although not acquired
concurrently, and the OBS recorded earthquakes
with magnitudes as small as 0–0.5 compared to the
hydrophones with an estimated magnitude of completeness of about 2.5 [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2002],
the two data sets have some similarities. They both
indicate that there is seismic activity within the
Atlantis Massif located primarily in the eastern
section of South Ridge. Within the Massif, though,
the OBS-located earthquakes tend to cluster near
the north-facing scarp of South Ridge, while the
hydrophone-located seismicity tends to be farther
south where fewer earthquakes are located by the
OBS array but where the bathymetry is shallower.

[23] Local magnitude estimates of the OBS-recorded

earthquakes suggest that earthquakes within the
Massif are small (ml < 2), and thus likely below the
completeness level of the hydroacoustic-derived seismicity catalog [Bohnenstiehl et al., 2002]. However,
the detection of small magnitude events from this
region with the hydroacoustic array is enhanced
because the Massif summit protrudes into the SOFAR
channel. The most dramatic difference between the
two data sets is that ridge-axis earthquakes dominate the OBS data set, while they are limited in the
hydrophone-recorded data set. In contrast to the
earthquakes within the Massif, numerous ml > 2 OBSrecorded earthquakes are located within the axial
valley. This suggests that the energy from earthquakes occurring within the deep sections of the
ridge axis adjacent to the Atlantis Massif is not
reaching the SOFAR channel and not being recorded
by the hydrophones. In order to fully understand the
differences in the spatial distribution of seismicity
between the hydrophone and OBS earthquake catalogs and their relationship to earthquake magnitudes,
however, will require a concurrent deployment of
autonomous hydrophones and OBS.
[24] The active strike-slip and normal faulting within

the Massif (Figures 8 and 9) is characteristic of
inside corners, and is indicative of the low strength
of transform faults. Behn et al. [2002] performed
boundary element modeling of ridge-transform
inside-corner regions, and concluded that shearstress coupling across oceanic transform faults
must be very small on geologic time scales to be
10 of 14
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Figure 11. (a) A view of the Atlantis Massif from the northeast showing earthquakes that occurred within the Massif.
The earthquakes cluster into two groups based on P wave first motion polarities and on time of occurrence. The predominant cluster (shown in white) is active throughout the deployment, while a smaller, more localized cluster (shown
in red) is from a large swarm (500+ earthquakes) that took place on December 16 and 17, 2005. P wave polarities for
all of events shown here are plotted in Figure 9. (b) Schematic diagram of the Atlantis Massif viewed from the southeast showing a geologic interpretation of the Massif (adapted from Karson et al. [2006]). The OBS data indicate a leftlateral, strike-slip fault in the region of the north-facing scarp, which marks the boundary between South Ridge and
Central Dome. The normal faults identified in the OBS data are shown schematically in cross-section on the southfacing scarp of South Ridge. It is not possible to determine whether the normal faults dip toward or away from the
spreading axis.

consistent with observations of oblique normal
faulting at inside corners. This oblique normal faulting has been observed primarily from seafloor morphology [e.g., Gràcia et al., 1999] and focal
mechanisms of moderate earthquakes calculated
from teleseismic data [Huang and Solomon, 1988].
The curvature of the median valley seismicity toward
the west as it approaches the Atlantis transform
(Figure 2) is a direct demonstration that these oblique
normal faults on the edge of the axial valley are active
all the way to the ridge-transform intersection. The
models by Behn et al. [2002] also predict that strike-

slip faulting with the same sense of displacement as
the main transform fault would occur at inside corners up to 10 km from the main transform plate
boundary, which is consistent with the location of the
strike-slip events observed in our data.
[25] The extinct Atlantis Bank detachment formed

in a similar setting as the Atlantis Massif. Atlantis
Bank. It is located adjacent to the Atlantis II transform fault on the Southwest Indian Ridge [Dick
et al., 2000], and two transform-parallel normal
faults have formed approximately 25 km east of the
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transform. The faults face away from the transform
and extend about 15 km along strike. Baines et al.
[2003] suggested that these faults formed during
or very close to the time of detachment faulting and
are consistent with the Behn et al. [2002] model.
Baines et al. [2003] also suggested though, that the
large normal slip (hundreds of meters) observed on
the two transform-parallel faults may have been
produced after the cessation of detachment faulting,
when local stresses reoriented during transtension
at the adjacent transform. In contrast, at the Atlantis
Massif the transform parallel fault has very high
relief (1500 m) immediately adjacent to the axial
valley, and must have formed during detachment
faulting.
[26] Because the slip on the north-facing scarp

between South Ridge and Central Dome decreases
to the west from 1500 m adjacent to the axial
valley to 400 m where South Ridge and Central
Dome meet, the strike-slip events might also indicate an oblique tear or scissor fault. A tear fault
could result from differential movement on adjacent fault surfaces. In this case, there would be a
dip-slip component, which we cannot determine
with the data in hand (Figure 8b). In addition, the
active ridge-parallel normal faulting on the Massif
might be associated with deformation of the
detachment surface. Assuming that a normal fault
initiates at the axis with a dip of 60 [Buck, 1988],
as much as 20 of fault rotation can occur within
5 km of the spreading axis [Schouten et al., 2010].
If extension on a single fault continues for more
than about 5 km, the exhumed fault surface flattens
and domes as a result of regional isostatic compensation [Buck, 1988]. The seismicity in the eastern section of South Ridge and the volcanic block
is 6–10 km from the spreading axis and thus,
may be related to the flexural bending of the
detachment surface.
[27] Is the Atlantis Massif detachment fault still

active? Several studies have suggested that asymmetric spreading is a characteristic feature of
detachment faulting [Baines et al., 2008; Okino
et al., 2004; Searle et al., 2003], and Grimes et al.
[2008] concluded that asymmetric spreading
occurred for at least 200 ka during the development
of the Atlantis Massif. There is some suggestion
that the seismicity recorded by the OBS array is
primarily located on the western bounding fault of
the axial valley indicating asymmetric spreading
and perhaps active detachment faulting, although
the pilot array that we deployed was not configured
to address this question.

10.1029/2012GC004210

[28] Our plan had been to deploy the OBS array

before the hydrophone array was retrieved in order
to compare earthquake catalogs. For various reasons this was not achieved. We think though, that
our pilot project with a modest number of OBSs
provides new information on present-day seismicity and deformation within the Atlantis Massif and
the adjacent spreading axis. Unfortunately, the
OBS data cannot address all of the outstanding
questions, but they provide the foundation for a
more comprehensive experiment to enhance our
understanding of how spreading occurs at a segment of the slow-spreading MAR that has been
dominated by detachment faulting for long periods
of its history.
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